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Meet all your favorite ponies in Ponyville! See where Twilight Sparkle, Rainbow Dash, Pinkie Pie,
Rarity, Fluttershy and Applejack all live and meet their pets too!
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I'm a brony so I get anything with MLP in it. So, I got this just to see what it was. It's just a very short
(32 pages) book about the Mane 6, like their interests, what they're like. That sort of thing. The text
is big and basic and it's fully illustrated on every page. it's intended to teach kids how to read better.
It's not like the twilight sparkle and the crystal heart spell book or the comics.If you're a parent who
has kids that like MLP: this would be a really good buy. The book also lists four things for kids to find
while reading. Those are Unicorn, Dragon, Orchard and Letter. Text scavenger hunt, basically.
There's also a place at the beginning where they can write their name.If you're a brony who just
wants more MLP things: you can justify the purchase by the pictures which look really good. Some
come straight from the show, others are drawn for the book but they look the same. The book only
costs a few dollars anyway.The passport to reading level 1 thing means:(Straight from the
book)Passport to Reading Level 1: Reading Together (Read short words in simple sentence
structures together to begin a reader's journey)Passport to Reading Level 2: Reading out Loud
(Encourage developing readers to sound out words in more complex stories with simple

vocabulary)Passport to Reading Level 3:Reading Independently (Newly independent readers gain
confidence reading more complex sentences with higher word counts)Passport to Reading Level 4:
Ready to Read More (Readers prepare for chapter books with fewer illustrations and longer
paragraphs)So, I'd definitely recommend this to parents who have kids who like MLP but older fans
can still get something out of the pictures.

This is a nice story and it kind of introduces you to the main 6 ponies. Surely your favorite is
amongst those 6. The pictures are nice and bright and they look like the currant ponies. The story is
a bit hard for a new reader to handle but that is why it is a level 1 read together book. My daughter 4
really enjoys reading this with me.

If you're looking for an intro to Ponyville's "Mane 6" then this is the perfect book for your little one.
It's not a story, per se, it's a character identification reader of the main ponies (Applejack, Rarity,
Rainbow Dash, Fluttershy, Twilight Sparkle, and Pinkie Pie) and their sidekick, Spike the dragon.
Simple text, colorful pictures, and lightweight (good for bringing along to places you need toddler to
sit for a bit with you). It's not a long book -- but the illustrations enchant my daughter. We haven't
even watched the show or any of the videos, but she loves her ponies, and this piques her interest
in them even more. I like that the writing segues into each pony as they finish the information about
the previous one; I would've preferred a plot to the book, but then again, the title does say "Meet the
Ponies", so there you go. It doesn't bother my daughter, so it doesn't bother me too much.

My 3 year old daughter loves this book. She begs to read it all the time. She can't read the words
yet, but she makes up her own story to go with the pictures.

My daughter loves My Little Pony, so when she saw this, she asked if we could get it on the Kindle.
It is basically just an introduction to each pony and their special quality. There's no storyline or
conflict--so it's like a pony concept book!

It's paper. Should be cheaper for the quality. Very easy to stain, smear, rip, and ruin. Kids books
need to be a bit sturdier than this one. Other than that the story line is what is to be expected from
Habro and the Ponies are clearly easy to recognize. Any hard core kids that are fans of Ponies will
be excited!

My 2 year old daughter is obsessed with My Little Pony things. She loves looking at books and
listening to me read. This was a perfect surprise for her. She loves it and I read it all the time. Lol!
Thank goodness I love My Little pony too.

This is a very cute book for toddlers, preschool and kids just starting to read. I purchased it as a gift
for my niece's birthday, i paired it with a pair of my little pony pajamas. The story is age appropriate
and keeps their attention. It's also easy enough that kids can start learning to read or to practice
reading. Overall I very pleased with my purchase and my niece was ecstatic about her present!
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